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WRAPPR COMPARED WITH TRADIT IONAL  O .O .H .

More Targeting

Build target audiences 
based not only on locations, 
but on advocate interests, 

favourite brands and over 50 
other criteria.

More Stunts

Get advocates to 
park in clever locations, 

convoy together, or 
congregate at an event. 

What can you dream up?

More Positioning

Select advocates that will build 
the brand associations you 

want, and show the world the 
awesome type of people that 

use your brand. 



WRAPPR COMPARED WITH TRADIT IONAL  O .O .H .

will get you

18
Advocates

1 
Full Wrap

Tram

will get you

21
Advocates

1 
Full Wrap

Bus

will get you

65
Advocates

1 
Iconic 

Billboard

*This is before you get the extra targeting, stunts and positioning! See reference page for cost breakdown



Brands get 
a trusted 
advocate 
promoting 

them

HOW WRAPPR WORKS

We provide 
support and 
remove the 
advertising 
at the end

Advocates have 
their car 

wrapped in the 
brand’s design

Brands are 
matched with 

the perfect 
people to be 
their brand 
advocates

Advocates 
get paid

driving like 
normal

Advocates

Brands

+ 1 2 3 4 5



HOW WRAPPR WORKS FOR YOU

Advocates join Wrappr and 
are surveyed (extensively!)

You outline your ideal 
advocate  using 50 criteria 

- including interests, 
demographic and

product preferences

We share advocates who 
are over a 90% match for 
your brand, and you pick 

your favourites

Interested advocates 
agree to campaigns then 

have wrap and
GPS installed

You leave advocates to 
drive normally, or provide 

incentives for them to 
drive and park in 

strategic locations

You rest easy as we handle 
insurance, payments, 

reporting, customer service 
and removal of advertising

1
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6
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OPT IONS & PR IC ING

Rear Windscreen

$500 per month

Including production, 
installation & removal*  

Side Panels

$600 per month

Including production, 
installation & removal*  

Half Wrap

$1100 per month

Including production, 
installation & removal*  

Full Wrap

$1600 per month

Including production, 
installation & removal*  

* Pricing based on one medium sized vehicle, over a 6 month campaign. Production, installation and removal paid 
upfront. Please see pricing reference slide for 1 month, 3 month and 12 month cost breakdowns



CASE  STUDY
Brief
Increase sales in Brisbane by increasing brand exposure in areas that foodora
delivers food to

Campaign
20 advocates, full wrap, 6 months, average 350 km driven per week per advocate

Factors Affecting Results
Foodora’s highly competitive market will affect marketing ROI across cities 
differently. KFC launched delivery across all three cities mid campaign which had 
a noticeable impact on sales nationally

Results

City Allocation of national 
O.O.H. budget

Number of Wrappr
Advocates 

(Jun ‘17 - Nov ’17)

Increase in sales 
(Jun ‘17 - Nov ’17)

Brisbane 20% 20 108%

Melbourne 40% 0 34%

Sydney 40% 0 1%

FOODORA 
AUSTRAL IA



Jeroen Willems
Country Manager | Foodora Australia

Wrappr was a great way for us to do out of home advertising for a fraction of the cost of traditional above the 
line marketing. It was also great for focusing marketing strongly on one area and targeting audiences with much 

more precision than otherwise would be possible in out of home.



PROTECT ING YOUR BRAND ON THE  ROAD

Speeding and Unsafe Acceleration

Alerts of speeding and unsafe 
acceleration come via GPS unit installed 

in advocate’s car and result in 
immediate payment reduction

General Alerts

Alerts come via public phone number 
promoted on a 'How's my driving?’ 
rear windshield sticker. Misconduct 

results in immediate payment reduction

Immediate payment reduction is equal to 15% of an advocate’s monthly advertising fees (on average $75) per 
incident. Repeat offenders can be removed from the campaign at your discretion



RESEARCH – VEHICLE  ADVERT IS ING

The Effectiveness of Car Advertising Media: Perceptions of Generation-Y 
Consumers - Roux 2014
"According to Veloutsou and O’Donnell (2005) it is not common for people to 
express positive attitudes towards any particular advertising medium. 
Therefore in this study, it is surprising that respondents’ showed rather 
favourable attitudes towards advertising on cars. This might be due to 
Generation-Y considering this to be a relatively new and novel advertising 
medium"

Investment Analysis: Measuring the Value of Vehicle Wraps – Hubbard 
2003
“Vehicle advertising generates between 30,000 - 70,000 daily vehicular 
impressions." 
"One of the biggest advantages of sponsored vehicles is the word-of-
mouth effect. The uniqueness of this type of marketing generates a viral 
marketing unlike other of out-of-home methods." 

Cadbury-Schweppes Vehicle Graphic Effectiveness Study - 3M Graphics 
2009
"Fleet graphics generate a large number of impressions—in this study, an 
average of 6 million Prime Daily Effective Circulation (DEC) per truck, 
annualized."
"Mobile media advertising offers the lowest cost-per impression of any 
major advertising medium."

Implications for Wrappr as an 
Out of Home medium:

1. It is a more effective out of 
home medium in terms of 
recall and daily effective 
circulation

2. It has the lowest cost-per 
impression available 
compared with other major 
mediums



RESEARCH – POSIT ION ING & W .O .M

Implications for Wrappr as a 
positioning and W.O.M medium:

1. Your advocates are publicly 
visible and their cars create 
environmental cues, both 
which trigger ongoing word 
of mouth and influence 
product choice

2. You can choose advocates 
who represent the types of 
people your target market 
identify with to influence 
consumer behaviour

Dogs on the Street, Pumas on Your Feet: How Cues in the Environment 
Influence Product Evaluation and Choice - Berger 2008
"Our results suggest that marketers will be more effective to the extent 
that they link their product to prevalent environmental cues"

The Perception-Behavior Expressway: Automatic Effects of Social 
Perception on Social Behavior - Bargh, Dijksterhuis 2000
"When we see someone yawn, we start to yawn as well. When we see 
someone scratch his head, we do so too. When we see elderly people, 
we start to walk more slowly and we become a bit forgetful… 
Perceptual representations automatically activate corresponding 
behavior representations."

What drives immediate and ongoing word of mouth? - Berger 2011 
"Products that are more publicly visible, or cued more frequently by the 
environment, receive more immediate, ongoing, and overall WOM 
(word of mouth)" 

Where Consumers Diverge from Others: Identity Signaling and 
Product Domains – Berger, Heath 2007
“people were more likely to diverge from majorities in domains others 
use to infer identity” 
“the identity of the other people who share a taste had a greater 
impact on divergence in identity-relevant domains”



REFERENCES AND L INKS

1. “The cost of one full wrap tram is equal to eighteen advocates”
a. One Tram Wrap, bought at a 50% rate card discount, costs $18 603 for production and installation, and $25 000 a month in adve rtising fees 

- Source Billboards Australia 2018
b. One advocate’s wrap costs $3960 for production, installation and removal for a medium sized vehicle, and $866 a month in adve rtising 

fees
c. Statement based on a 6 month campaign. For a 3 month campaign, one tram wrap is equal to 14 advocates

2. “The cost of one full wrap bus is equal to twenty one advocates”
a. One Bus Wrap, bought at a 50% rate card discount costs $16 800 for production and installation, and $30 000 a month in advert ising fees -

Source Billboards Australia 2018
b. One advocate’s wrap costs $3960 for production, installation and removal for a medium sized vehicle, and $866 a month in adve rtising 

fees
c. Statement based on a 6 month campaign. For a 3 month campaign, one bus wrap is equal to 15 advocates

3. “The cost of one iconic billboard is equal to sixty five advocates”
a. The Punt Rd/Swan St Billboard in Melbourne, bought at a 50% rate card discount, costs $100 000 per month and $3000 for produc tion and 

installation - Source Billboards Australia 2018
b. One advocate’s wrap costs $3960 for production, installation and removal for a medium sized vehicle, and $866 a month in adve rtising 

fees
c. Statement based on a 6 month campaign. For a 3 month campaign, you can get 46 advocates for the cost of this billboard

4. The Effectiveness of Car Advertising Media: Perceptions of Generation-Y Consumers - Roux 2014
5. Investment Analysis: Measuring the Value of Vehicle Wraps – Hubbard 2003
6. Cadbury-Schweppes Vehicle Graphic Effectiveness Study - 3M Graphics 2009
7. What drives immediate and ongoing word of mouth? - Berger 2011
8. Dogs on the Street, Pumas on Your Feet: How Cues in the Environment Influence Product Evaluation and Choice - Berger 2008
9. The Perception-Behavior Expressway: Automatic Effects of Social Perception on Social Behavior – Bargh, Dijksterhuis 2000
10. Where Consumers Diverge from Others: Identity Signaling and Product Domains – Berger, Heath 2007

Statements 1-3 only compare assets based on price and do not take into account the additional targeting, positioning and capacity for stunts that Wrappr 
provides compared with traditional O.O.H. options

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/db7e5d_8f44c1322acc4086932600635f9b0a6d.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/db7e5d_5ea91bd4fd49490abbce98cc40540e76.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/db7e5d_7128867d69e2445a92d16ce5fb92d28f.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/db7e5d_fb9d9f412f4146e5b65335dd07e234eb.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/db7e5d_28487bc26b204366a4ff97bd5f2a3444.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/db7e5d_56f8c32ce8d34338bcf692ed23a961b7.pdf
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.562.4557&rep=rep1&type=pdf


PR IC ING REFERENCES – MEDIUM S IZED CAR

Monthly Cost

Campaign Length Rear Windscreen Side Panels Half Wrap Full Wrap

1 month $1000 $1500 $3000 $5000

3 months $600 $800 $1400 $2200

6 months $500 $600 $1100 $1600

12 months $400 $500 $900 $1200

Installation, Production and Removal (setup costs) are included in the pricing above and are paid 
upfront. For a medium sized vehicle a Rear Windscreen setup is $600, Side Panels $1000, Half Wrap 
$2310 and Full Wrap $3960. We provide setup at cost price through our wrapping partners. If you 

would like to work with another partner, let us know! 



We look forward to working with you!

enquiries@wrappr.co


